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1. Introduction
CQ Shopfront was a project that was two years in the making and two years in delivery. The
concept was developed through conversations with the arts sector when I was Artistic
Director of Creative Regions. It was identified that there was a lack of connection between
artistic practice and understanding how to operate a practice as a business. There was a clear
reliance on funding that many felt needed to be broken in order to progress the capacity of
regional visual artists and makers.
Those conversations further elevated when I left Creative Regions and started my consultancy
business The Ideas Distillery in 2018. With the permission of the board, I took the project with
me, developed some project models and held further talks with key organisations such as
Flying Arts Alliance and Artisan.
In mid 2019, Arts Queensland came onboard as the project’s first funder and by the end of
2019, a range of funding bodies and sponsors had committed over $127,000 to the project.
The project kicked off in the second half of 2019 with regional visits to map our sector needs
and desires. The CQ RASN Webinar Series commenced in late 2019. In February 2020, the
first of the Business for Creatives Workshop series presented in partnership with Flying Arts
Alliance, was held in Bundaberg over a weekend at CQUniversity.
Then the pandemic was declared.
Many sleepless nights, long hours and negotiations with the project’s 15 partners later, a new
hybrid version of CQ Shopfront was developed. The workshop series and mentoring was
taken online. The Artisan in Residence programs were put on hold and new models
developed. In the end the project took an additional 8 months to deliver and meant a lot of
extra voluntary time commitment to make it happen.
This project was a long, hard slog, but it was so worth the journey. 527 individual artists,
makers and artsworkers participated in CQ Shopfront over the two years. The outcomes
exceeded my expectations and demonstrated the demand for the support mechanisms
provided through the project. Witnessing first-hand the transformation of some of these
participants has been an absolute joy and will remain a life-long treasure memory or work
delivered in trying circumstances.
Seeing artists and makers grow in confidence, take a risk on developing a new idea or product
and experimenting in ways they never thought possible gave me the energy to keep on
delivering this project that grew beyond its resourcing.
Having wonderful partners that stepped up to the plate and provided so much in-kind and in
some cases additional financial support, meant that we could continue to collectively leverage
so many solid outcomes. A huge thank you to all of the project’s partners and participants for
the support, new friendships and determination to see it through. Being able to lift my
business to a level that meant I could employ the wonderful Katie Whyte has meant the world.
Shelley Pisani
Founder and Producer, The Ideas Distillery and Makers’ Shopfront
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2. Funding and Partnerships
This project has leveraged success with thanks to a range of industry partners, funding
bodies and local supporters.

Queensland Arts Showcase Program
$59,676
Digital Adaptation Grant
$10,000

Regional Arts Fund Community
Project Fund
$29,400

Adapt Fund
$10,000

In-Kind advisory support for project
concept development
Project partners in the delivery of the
Business for Creatives Workshop
Series
Ongoing partner in the delivery of
Makers’ Shopfront

In-Kind advisory support for project
concept development
Paid role in recommending Artisans
in Residence
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Financial support over two years of
$20,468, extending the project to
include Mackay Region
Hosting of the CQ RASN/ CQ
Shopfront Webinar series (5)
In-kind venue provisions through
Gallery 31 in Mackay as well as the
workshops and forum in Bundaberg
Immeasurable in-kind support in
connecting with artists and partners
in the regions as well as hands on
roles in program delivery

RADF* - $1,940
In-kind venue provision at the Banana
Shire Regional Art Gallery
Hosting of Artist Talk and evolving
exhibition
In-kind support in connecting with
local artists and in the delivery of the
Myella Art Retreat

RADF* - $6,560
In-kind accommodation for AIR at
Bundaberg Regional Galleries (BRG)
Hosting of artist panel and artist talk
Presentations
at
Shopfront Forum

the

Makers’

RADF* - $5,000
In-kind use of workshop and gallery
facilities at Gatakers Artspace and
The Story Bank
In-kind staff assistance with exhibition
installation, exhibition opening and
connection to local artists
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RADF* - $7,408
In-kind use of space for Artisan Talk
In-kind staff assistance in connecting
to local artists

RADF* - $7,000
In-kind use of space for Artisan Talk
In-kind staff assistance in connecting
to local artists

RADF* - $4,810
In-kind venue at RM Williams Bush
Learning Centre

RADF* - $3,500
In-kind accommodation for AIR
In-kind venue provision through the
Walter Reid Cultural Centre

Sponsorship - $2,376 cash
Industry partner providing raw
materials and in-kind use of space
for a product showcase, as well as
speaking at the Artisan Talk
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Venue partner for the Bundaberg
AIR Program, contributing half the
cost of space hire and staffing during
the residency.
Producer of the MAKI Festival that
provided technology-based training
for participating artists
An opportunity for participating
artists and makers to sell through
their MAKI Shop
Partnering with some participants to
help with product design and
manufacture

In-kind provision of studio space
during
the
Rockhampton
AIR
program

Venue partner for the Gladstone AIR
program

*RADF – Regional Arts Development Fund – a partnership between the related local
government and Queensland Government through Arts Queensland
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3. Snapshot of Key Outcomes

8

9

Participants sited the following outcomes:
• Developed new product ideas
• Gained an understanding of their target markets
• Frew their social media following through new strategies
• Improved forward planning
• Started or revised their website
• Started using Instagram, Facebook or Pinterest
• Found new ways of selling their work
• Increased their business turnover
• Started selling online
• Started teaching workshops
• Improved marketing strategies
• Improved product and distribution practices
• Developed a strong brand presence
• Increased participant in their workshops
• Started selling commission-based work
• Improved their financial management practices
• Extended their networks and connections to like-minded people
• Gained confidence in their practice
• Applied for funding
• Shared CQ Shopfront learnings with other artists
• Changed direction of their business
• Incorporated new technologies into their practice
• Exploring collaborations
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4. Regional Visits
In September 2019, the first phase of CQ Shopfront commenced with a visit to each of the
7 local government regions to meet with key partners and potential participants. The key
purpose was to get feedback on the methodology of the project and to pinpoint key areas
of interest in art practice to focus the local Artisan in Residence project on.
Local artists and makers were invited to bring along examples of their work which proved
to be a great networking exercise. Many people at these gatherings had not met each
other previously.
NO. OF
ARTFORM AREAS OF
ATTENDEES INTEREST
Eidsvold CWA Hall in collaboration
5
Jewellery, wearable art and
with Stepping Black
fashion
Gladstone Regional Art Gallery and
4
Broad range of interests, potential
Museum
to tie into a local industry for
materials (e.g. aluminium)
Banana Shire Regional Art Gallery
5
Illustration, books or journals
CQUniversity Mackay City Campus
23
Ceramics, printmaking or textiles
– Gallery 31
focus
Rockhampton Art Gallery
18
Jewellery making, silversmithing
Bundaberg Regional Art Gallery
16
Utilising of technology at the
MAKI Space, prototyping using
tech
Gatakers Artspace, Maryborough
18
Printmaking and a tie to heritage
Online Session also offered
4
n/a various areas
HOST VENUE

Images (L-R): Megan Spencer showing her leather work in Gladstone, the meeting in Mackay
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5. Business for Creatives Workshop Series
This workshops series was delivered in partnership with Flying Arts Alliance. Through their
ByRequest Program, Toowoomba-based artist Katie Whyte was chosen as the to work
with me to develop the content of the 2-day workshop program and co-present. These 2day workshops focused on product development and business planning, as well as
marketing and selling.
20 spaces were opened up at each of the 3 weekend workshops. To ensure the right
people were going to be attending to make the most out of the program, an expression
of interest process took place with the assistance of the regionally-based partners who
promoted it to local artists and makers. They were also involved in confirming that these
participants were in the right place for the opportunity. We wanted to ensure that
hobbyists and beginners were pointed in the direction of resources but the focus of these
workshops was on emerging and established artists and creative businesses.
The workshops were planned for Bundaberg, Mackay and Rockhampton. The Bundaberg
workshop took place at CQUniversity Bundaberg’s campus on the 8th and 9th March 2020
with thanks to our partnership with CQ RASN. 18 artists and makers attended the 2-day
program including participants from Bundaberg, Fraser Coast and North Burnett. It was
an intensive learning experience, jam packed with information mixed with an opportunity
to network with like-minded people. We also had a guest presenter from Bundaberg
Tourism, Chantele Nelson, to talk about tailoring products for the tourism market.

Images (L-R): Bundaberg workshop attendees sharing their work, Katie Whyte facilitating the product idea
development section of the weekend.

Surveys were conducted of the participants with the following results:
• All regional participants from the Wide Bay/ Burnett region
• 1 First Nations participant
• 36% identified as emerging, 29% as established, 29% as aspiring, 14% as artsworkers,
7% as a teacher/ educator
• 100% rated their experience as Good or Excellent
• 78% said they had developed new skills and knowledge
• 56% said they had expended their market for new skills and services
• 67% said they had further developed their career/ business
• 100% said they had established new networks and contacts
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•
•

33% said they had raised their professional profile
44% said they had undertaken new research

Comments included:
• “The content and delivery from both ladies was fantastic, they put things in a way that
made it way to understand the content”
• “Fantastic workshop for artists looking to learn to develop and promote products”
• “Specific, relatable and very relevant”
Katie Whyte proved to be an amazing co-presenter and really balanced the content of the
workshops. So much so, I officially employed her as a casual Associate Producer of The
Ideas Distillery and Makers’ Shopfront in early 2021.

On the 18th March, the pandemic was declared and the model of CQ Shopfront delivery
had to be drastically altered.
The Mackay and Rockhampton workshops were cancelled and in partnership with key
stakeholders the decision was made to go online. We weren’t sure how this would be taken
up but there was no other way forward in the immediate future. Katie and I adapted the
workshops to a series of 8 online 1-2 hour workshops utilising Zoom and ahaslides. We
used the meeting format to enable interaction with participants. The workshops were also
recorded and made available to CQ Shopfront participants via private Vimeo links made
available through the Facebook Group established for the project.

Image: Screenshot from workshop with some of the participants
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THE WORKSHOP PROGRAM
DATE

18/4/20
16/5/20
20/5/20
23/5/20
27/5/20
3/6/20
6/6/20
10/6/20
20/6/20

TOPIC

Introduction to using
Zoom
What is Merchandise?
Product Planning
Sales Strategy
Introduction to
Business Planning
Visions, Mission and
Goals
Strategist, KPIS and
Action Plans
Marketing and
Promotion
Target Audience
Profiles

PRESENTER

NO. OF
PARTICIPANTS

VIEWS OF
RECORDINGS

Shelley Pisani

11

n/a

Katie Whyte
Katie Whyte
Katie Whyte

27
18
14

42
24
10

Shelley Pisani

18

15

Shelley Pisani

15

26

Shelley Pisani

6

15

Katie Whyte

17

7

Shelley Pisani

10

12

136

151

We had feedback from participants in this series that many of them would not have been
able to attend the face-to-face weekend and that the online delivery of the program made
it more accessible to them.
Surveys were conducted of the participants with the following results:
• Age range of participants 25-65+
• 6% First Nations participation
• 18% identified as living with a disability
• 47% indicated they had an established business that they were wanting to redevelop
• 47% said they were starting up a creative business
• 47% joined one or more of the live Zoom workshops
• 12% watched back the videos later
• 41% said they participated in a combined live and playback way with the workshops
• 100% rated their experience as good or excellent
• 100% said they had developed new skills and knowledge
• 88% said they had further developed their career/ business
• 82% said they had developed a new or redeveloped and existing business plan
• 75% said they had developed new or redeveloped products or merchandise ideas
• 100% said they had mapped out potential audiences for their work
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6. Online Mentoring
In order to follow up with participants and provide more personalised feedback on their
products and business journeys, online Zoom sessions were scheduled – both individual
and group sessions.

Image: Online Group Mentoring Session with the forming Latitude 23 Group from the Livingstone Region
along with CQ RASN representative Julie Barratt

8 online group mentoring sessions for 29 participants
13 individual online and face to face mentoring sessions
42 hours of mentoring provided through cq shopfront
One of the big learnings of this model of delivery was how valuable artists from different
regions found connecting with each other and hearing that they were facing similar issues.
As a result we set up a “Story Swap” evening where artists were invited to share a short
presentation about their practice to each other. This was attended by 8 artists from across
various regions.

Image: Work of Michelle Black from Livingstone Region presented during the Story Swap
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7. Webinar Series
There were two blocks of CQ Shopfront Webinars offered throughout the project. The first
series was funded and run by CQ RASN’s Trudie Leigo. She focused on a series of topics
based on feedback we were getting from CQ Shopfront participants and capitalising on
key contacts in the industry and from within the project’s partner network.
DATE

TOPIC

PRESENTER

Nov-2019

How to run a thriving handmade
business from anywhere

Dec-2019

Why storytelling is important for
creative business

May-2020

Why handmade is important in the
digital era

June-2020

Insights into selling online

July-2020

Teach what you love: Business
insights

Alison Shaw,
Tambo Teddies
Michael Norton,
Entrepreneur in
Residence at the
MAKI Space
Julie Paterson,
Cloth
Wanda Comrie,
Artist
Julie Hillier:
Ministry of
Handmade

NO. OF
ATTENDEES

38

21

39
42
15

Image: Trudie Leigo from CQ RASN facilitating an interview with Western Australian artist Wanda Comrie

86% of surveyed participants rated their webinar
experience from this series at good or excellent
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The second series were able to be offered with thanks to an Australia Council Adapt Grant
offered to support projects pivoting as a result of the impacts of COVID-19. This enabled
me to facilitate a further 6 webinars again focusing on areas that CQ Shopfront
participants indicated they were interested in hearing more about. We were able to record
these ones and provide them to participants via the same mechanisms as the workshops
for those unable to attend the scheduled times.
DATE

Oct2020
Nov2020

Nov2020

Feb2021
April2021
May2021

NO. OF
NO. OF
ATTENDEES PLAYBACKS

TOPIC

PRESENTER

Telling Your Story

Katie Whyte

18

8

Marketing Your Online
Store

Claire Deane,
Deane & Co

18

8

Exhibitions and Selling
in Gallery Shops

Representatives from
Hervey Bay Regional
Gallery, Bundaberg
Regional Galleries,
Gladstone Regional
Art Gallery &
Museum,
Rockhampton Art
Gallery, Banana Shire
Regional Art Gallery
& Artspace Mackay

17

45

Electra Frost,
Electra Frost
Accounting

6

10

Claire Deane,
Deane & Co

13

8

Renee Baker,
D’Alton Baker
Productions

14

3

Accounting Best
Practices in Creative
Practice
How to Optimise your
Art Business for
Wholesale and Retail
Pinterest for Creatives

Image: Example of social media marketing designs
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100% of surveyed participants rated their webinar
experience from this series at good or excellent
8. Artisan in Residence Programs
The Artisan in Residence Programs were always planned as a crucial element of CQ
Shopfront. This was, for the most part, delivered in person to provide a variety of
experiences for participants in CQ Shopfront as we emerged from the first wave of the
pandemic.
Following the initial regional meet ups and identification of artform areas and local
residency hosts, Artisan were engaged to assist in finding appropriately matched Artisans
in Residence for each of the 7 local government regions. Their recommendations perfectly
matched artists who delivered fantastic experiences for the participants in their programs
and proved that residency models are highly valuable opportunities for regional artists to
network and grow their practices.
Once recruited to the project, each of the Artisans in Residence (AIR) spent time with me
in developing a tailored model of delivery based on available resources in the community
and meeting up online with local key contacts. Each of them also presented an online
introduction to their practice prior to their residency so that local artists and others
interested could get to know the AIR prior to their time in their community.
Up to 6 mentorships were available for each residency. These were promoted widely
within each region and recruited using an Expression of Interest process. An interesting
learning from this process was the lack of understanding of what both an Artist in
Residence program is and what a Mentorship Program can offer. In some regions, it was
quite a challenge to recruit people to the mentorships.
Each model of delivery was completely different in the way it was delivered to ensure the
best possible outcomes for the AIR and participants. The three main components that
were required of each residency were:
Offering mentorship and a collaborative working environment for up to 6 Mentees
An artform skills-based workshop for the broader community
A showcase of the outcomes of the project
The equivalent of 2 weeks working on the project in community
Funding from Arts Queensland, the Regional Arts Fund, CQ RASN and each of the local
government RADF programs meant that all AIR programs were heavily subsidised and
highly accessible.
Whilst this was challenging to manage and keep adapting to changing COVID
circumstances, it was highly rewarding witnessing what was achieved.
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9. Mackay Artisan in Residence with Pru Morrison
Brisbane-based ceramist Pru Morrison was matched up to the Mackay residency. Our
local host was CQUniversity Mackay City Campus. Through our key contact at CQU,
Glenda Hobdell, we were able to access the use of their Gallery 31 space free of charge
for the 2-week residency.
This was the first residency to roll out in late September/ early October 2020 and involved
having a COVID Safe Plan developed by a professional events consultant with a kit
developed that was then utilised for each residency.
Pru decided to focus her residency around the theme of “Teapots” – a vessel that is
common in her practice and universal. Her Slab Built Teapot workshop sold out very
quickly. The workshop was attended by 8 participants at a time where COVID was still
limiting access to spaces. The workshop was broken up over 3 sessions – 1 to build the
slab teapot, one to decorate and one to glaze. Firing of the work was provided by Mackay
State High School’s art department.

Image: Slab Teapot Workshop participants (Photo - Glenda Hobdell)

Image: The fired workshop teapots (Photo – Cherie Hughes Photography)
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The 5 mentees for this program were all artists from the Mackay or Whitsunday Regions:
Lalune Crocker –sculpture, installations, lanterns and murals
Belinda Curry – printmaking and artist books
Shelley Engwirda – glass art
Fi Flohr – weaving, fibre and ceramics
Billie-Jo Ogilvie – designer and ceramics

Image: Day 1 at the Mackay AIR getting to know each other’s practice (Photo - Glenda Hobdell)

Over the course of the 2 weeks, the mentees and Pru worked on their own pieces, sharing
ideas, advice and support in the development of works inspired by stories associated with
tea and teapots. Ultimately each of the artists were aiming to develop new work that would
be exhibited over the final weekend of the residency.
Each of the artists cited that working collaboratively in this way was a rejuvenation for their
practice. For some it pushed them outside their normal practices and encouraged them
to experiment with new materials and ideas.
Through surveying, what the participants said they most enjoyed:

"Networking with other artists outside of my home town, seeing how other artists work as
individuals and/or community artists."
"2 weeks with our mentor Pru was amazing and helped push the boundaries of my
creativity. I'm so glad I also paid and attended the teapot workshop."
"The workshops were very rewarding and the menteeship resulted in a variety of different
artworks. The exhibition and artist talk were also interesting and informative."
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Image: Pru Morrison and Shelley Engwirda working on their pieces at Gallery 31

Other comments:
• "I thoroughly enjoyed myself in all aspects of this mentorship. I came with an open
mind and no expectations. I so appreciated having a mentor like Pru who was so open
to share her knowledge and gave me the freedom to twist and turn with my creative
ideas."
• "It has helped me decide to pivot my creativity and business in a new direction."
From Artisan in Residence Pru Morrison:
• "I found the AIR to be rewarding and feel I have benefited greatly in my arts practice. I

have changed my construction technique and I have begun making functional forms in
runs of product. I am also developing sculptural forms influenced by a prototype made
in the residency."

Both the AIR and Mentees all wished there had been more time to develop their work,
several saying that a third week would have been valuable.
Pru also held an Artist Talk at Artspace Mackay during the residency attended by 20
people.

100% of surveyed participants in the Mackay Artisan in
Residence Project rated their experience as Excellent
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The finale for the Mackay residency was an exhibition in Gallery 31. With thanks to Glenda
and Perry Hobdell who contributed very appreciated voluntary time to exhibition
installation, we were able to showcase the amazing work created over the two weeks of
the residency including Pru’s work, those of the Mentees and the workshop participants.
35 people in total came to the exhibition opening or attended the exhibition the following
day when it was open to the public.

Images: Glenda and Perry Hobdell with their workshop teapots in the exhibition

Images: The exhibition; Billie-Jo Ogilvie with her work (Photos – Cherie Hughes Photography)

Images: Lalune Crocker’s work; Belinda Curry with her pieces (Photos – Cherie Hughes Photography)
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Images: Fiona Flohr with several of her pieces; Shelley Engwirda’s glass work (Photos – Cherie Hughes
Photography)

Images: Two pieces created by Pru Morrison during the residency (Photos – Cherie Hughes Photography)

10.

Biloela Artisan in Residence with Adele Outteridge
Brisbane-based artist and Studio West End owner Adele Outteridge was selected as
the AIR for the Banana Shire residency. Adele has a broad range of skills to share,
however the focus of the residency was journals and artist books, along with drawing
and painting. The Banana Shire Regional Art Gallery was the host of the main part of
the residency, mentoring program and evolving exhibition. Gallery Coordinator
Shanna Muston was instrumental in drawing in Mentees and assisting in the arranging
of the community workshop program that turned into the Myella Art Retreat.
Myella Farm Stay is just outside Baralaba and the place where we all had an amazing
experience with our hosts and AIR Adele. 15 people attended the retreat with 10 of
those staying overnight at the accommodation. Attendees were predominantly from
the Banana Shire, with some from the Rockhampton, Gladstone and Bundaberg
Regions. Our hosts kept us fed and watered with mostly farm produce as well as taking
us on a sunset trailer ride overlooking the vast bottle tree dotted landscape.
The workshop process led by Adele had us all making various forms of artist books and
journals on day one, followed by another day of looking at the Micro/Macro of the
landscape surrounding us and drawing and painting in our books.
23

Images: The bonus visitors whilst holding a retreat at a working farm (Photo – Shelley Pisani), AIR Adele
Outteridge sharing bookbinding techniques (Photo – George Photography QLD)

Images: Book binding and collecting seed pods (Photos – George Photography QLD)

Images: Journaling (Photos – George Photography QLD)

100% of surveyed participants in the Myella art
retreat rated their experience as good or Excellent
Following the Retreat, Adele and the 6 participating AIR Mentees worked out of a
space at the Banana Shire Regional Art Gallery. During their time collaborating and
creating journals, their work was added to an evolving exhibition around them for the
public to view.
24

The 6 mentees for this program were:
Sarah Larsen (Thangool) – mixed media artist and teacher
Megan Spencer (Calliope) – leather worker SPE Leather
Glenda Semple (Banana) – mixed media artist
Gwen Evetts (Biloela) – watercolour painting and mixed media artist and tutor
Pascaline Emms (Bundaberg) – mixed media artist
Shakira Simpkins (Biloela) – painter and illustrator

As with all of the residencies, the feedback from participants and the AIRs was that
they created a great new network of like-minded people and gained new skills and
resources as a result of participating.
Adele also conducted an Artist’s Talk at the gallery during the course of the residency.

Image: Some of the artist books created during the residency on display (Photo – Adele Outteridge)

Images: At work in the studio/ gallery space and Adele creating a new work on paper (Photos – Adele
Outteridge)
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Images (L-R): Work created by Gwen, Sarah and Megan during the residency (Photos – Adele
Outteridge)

Images (L-R): Work created by Glenda, Pascaline and Shakira during the residency (Photos – Adele
Outteridge)

100% of surveyed participants in the BANANA SHIRE AIR
MENTORING rated their experience AS Excellent
Based on the survey feedback:
• 100% of participants said they build new professional relationships or networks
• Key practice learnings cited were use of paper and materials, binding techniques
and use of alternate materials
• All survey respondents said they were building journals into their practice either
for recording ideas or to create and sell as a new product
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11.

Maryborough Artisan in Residence with Rebecca Lewis
When the pandemic was declared, Fraser Coast Regional Council were really keen to
explore a hybrid model of delivering the AIR program. Ipswich artist Rebecca Lewis
was recommended by Artisan for the Maryborough-based residency – a perfect match
given her fascination with Queenslanders, storytelling and Mary Poppins!
Within the Council, the partnership was established with Gatakers Artspace for
workshops and The Story Bank for the culminating exhibition to showcase the
outcomes of the project.
The first part of the residency was the delivering of a 3-part online workshop in lino
printing of houses. This was something new to explore for the AIR as a delivery model.
4 participants created beautiful lino block prints of heritage houses in Maryborough.

Images: Screenshots of the online Lino Block Printing Workshop with Rebecca Lewis in December
2020

In January 2021, Rebecca Lewis headed to Maryborough to hold a face-to-face
workshop in Locative and Stop Motion Collage at Gatakers Artspace. 11 participants
created short stop motion works, some of which were polished off by participants and
screened at the finale exhibition.

100% of surveyed participants in the workshop rated
their experience AS good or Excellent

Images: Participants learning how to use their phones and tablets to create stop motion collages
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Participants said:
• “I had not tried to make a stop motion film before so l have learn a completely new
technique which is valuable to me as a high school art teacher.”
• “Planning to use the technique in conjunction with other arts projects.”
Rebecca worked with 4 Mentees online, coaching them through product development
in line with a challenge set by The Story Bank to create merchandise appropriate for
local heritage events such as Open House. The 4 Mentees were all from the Fraser
Coast:
Sheena Larsen – glass artist
Andrea Treloar – beading specialist and tutor
Lois Shoebridge – interdisciplinary drawing
April Spadina – charcoal drawing, printmaking and watercolour
Work from the 2 workshops and the Mentorships along with Rebecca’s new body of
work of local heritage buildings, formed the CQ Shopfront exhibition at The Story Bank
as part of the local celebrations of the Australian Heritage Festival. Rebecca also held
more stop motion workshops for the public the day after the opening attended by 11
people.

Images (L-R): Rebecca with the new works she created in Maryborough with the purchaser of the works
and participants in the stop motion animation workshops at the opening night

Images (L-R): Sharon Honey and Ulrike Opperman with their lino block prints, Mentee Andy Treloar
with Rebecca Lewis and her collection
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Images (L-R): Mentees Sheena Larsen with her glass pendants, Lois Shoebridge with her printed
textiles and April Spadina with her card series

Feedback from a survey of the Mentees said:
• That 100% of participants rated their experiences as good or excellent
• They learned about creating products, time management and collaboration
• 100% said they built new professional relationships or networks
• “A whole new making practice with further experimentation and possibly selling
online”
• “kickstarted my practice again after a long hiatus”
• “An enormous impact. Coming from providing a service teaching art, I have
embraced the idea to produce art. Including learning new skills to add to my
existing style of art and thinking about the future products for the wholesale
market.”
• “I found the whole experience to be very inclusive, educational and inspirational.
Opened up a whole new world that I had not considered, so much so my mind is
officially blown! An enormous thankyou to all for this amazing opportunity. Has
been a privilege to be able to be a part of, I take away with me a head full of useful
knowledge, many new friendships and lots to look forward to!”

12.

Rockhampton Artisan in Residence with Mari Hirata
Rockhampton had a long history of jewellery making training at their local TAFE and
some of the longer-term participants in CQ Shopfront were jewellers. It was a natural
choice to have Brisbane-based visual artist, designer, metalsmith and photographer
Mari Hirata as the Artisan in Residence. The residency operated out of the amazing
heritage building – the Walter Reid Cultural Centre in a small gallery space that
extended into the Capricornia Printmaker’s studio. Mari and her 5 mentees set up
workstations across the spaces.
The 5 Mentees were all from the Rockhampton and Livingstone Regions:
Michelle Black – printmaker
Erin Dunne – mixed media and education specialising in drawing
Yvonne Maloney-Law – painting and printmaking with a landscape focus
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Gail Meyer – painting, charcoal and mixed media
Carolyn Stevenson – jeweller

Mari had not long before won a prize at the Swell Sculpture Festival and was keen to
explore a range of different arts approaches in her residency. Early in the two-week
residency, Mari and the Mentees headed out to walk through bushland space and took
clay imprints, drew and foraged a collection of seed pods to bring back to their work
space. Plaster casting, plaster dipping, colouring and introducing other media to
sculptural forms were explored by all of the artists with everyone stepping outside their
comfort zone.

Images: Experimenting with the clay imprints and plaster (Photos – Mari Hirata and Michelle Black)

Images: Metalsmithing experimentation (Photos – Michelle Black and Mari Hirata)

Images: Plaster dipping experimentation
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Mari also held a workshop in Art/ Product Photography attended by several of the
Mentees.

Image: Mari demonstrating art and product photography (Photo – Michelle Black)

The work came together in a showcase exhibition held over 2 days attended by 41
people.

Images: Carolyn Stevenson and Michelle Black with their residency works

Images: Yvonne Maloney-Law and Gail Meyers with their artworks
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Images: Mari Hirata and Erin Dunne with their plaster experimentations

100% of surveyed MENTEES rated their experience AS
Excellent
Some of the key learnings identified by the mentees were:
• “It is ok to step away from what you only know to try make things in alternative ways
you open up other ideas for business”
• “The most important thing that I discovered was that I am both interested in, and
capable of, working in media and materials beyond the two-dimensional. This has
transformed the possibilities available for my practice.”
• “To push the boundaries of my creative thinking and using different
materials/techniques which I would never thought could relate to my art practice”
100% of the participants said they gained new professional relationships and networks
as a result of the mentorship program.
This is how the Mentees said the project will impact their future arts practice:
• “I feel that it has kick-started a new body of work that I have been attempting to
work on but unsuccessfully before now, and I will be following it for the next year or
two until a point of resolution that I'll be able to exhibit it at, and potentially tour
that show. The relationships that I built throughout the project, both with Mari and
other participants, will also remain as wonderful resources to draw on in future.”
• “Developing ideas on producing a ‘product’ rather than just focussing on fine art.
The plaster techniques also offer great ways of creating maquettes for larger scaled
works.”

“Thank you Shelley and thank you Mari for a life-changing positive experience - I am so
grateful to have had the chance to participate in this Mentorship and have loved the
experience in its entirety.”

13.

Bundaberg Artisan in Residence with Marc Harrison
When Marc Harrison was suggested as the Bundaberg Artisan in Residency, I brought
local company Macadamias Australia onboard as a sponsor. Marc’s work in creating
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cast bowls out of ground up macadamia shells and resin tweaked immediate interest
from the international capital of Macadamia growing.
Additional funding allowed Marc to conduct several visits prior to his residency to
establish a relationship with Macadamias Australia, the host staff at Community
Lifestyle Support Ability Enterprise’s MAKI Space, the Bundaberg Regional Art Gallery
team and with local stakeholders such as the Bundaberg Woodworkers Guild. In a visit
in September 2020, Marc secured a commission from Macadamias Australia for a light
sculpture for their board room, gathered some recently cut macadamia timber and
worked with the Guild to season the timber.

Images (L-R): Meeting with members of the Bundaberg Woodworkers Guild and management at
Macadamias Australia to discuss partnerships

The focus for this residency was on upcycling of industry waste and for Marc, more
specifically focused on Macadamia timber and potential commercial product
development. Utilising his furniture making experience, he experimented with the
timber and found ways of laminating thin slices that negated a seasoning process and
enabled shaping of the timber into various forms including jewellery and door handles.
Marc set a challenge prior to his visit to Bundaberg that was taken up by the 3 Mentees
that he worked with and 2 other members of the public. The Making Stories Challenge
encouraged people to create a product that Macadamias Australia would be able to
sell in their soon to be opened Visitor’s Centre (opened August 2021).
The 3 Mentees were all from the Bundaberg Region:
Debbie Bennett – textiles, ceramics, printmaking and mixed media
Siobhan Lowth – acrylic painting
Jane Marin – painting and tutoring as well as digital printed merchandise

We were fortunate to partner with the MAKI Space. In the lead up to the residency,
they hosted some workshops which enabled participants the opportunity to get to
know the different technologies available for use including 3D printing, laser cutting
and routering.
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Images: Marc’s experimentation with Macadamia timber prior to his residency in Bundaberg led to the
development of several prototypes that he could bring to the MAKI Space to explore product
manufacturing options with technology (Photos – Marc Harrison)

The residency started out with information sessions for participants in the challenge to
explore the possibilities of different products for Macadamias Australia. This opened
up opportunities for these artists to experiment with media outside of their knowledge
base and test out new ideas.
The products developed were presented at a showcase at Macadamias Australia
including more than 15 members of staff and management.
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Images (L-R): Marc preparing Macadamia timber veneers and the MAKI Space team Leroy Perry and
Emerson Ysayama working out how to use the router to bulk manufacture handles.

Images: Mentee Jane Marin produced Macadamia buttons and scarf buckles using the laser cutter at
the MAKI Space and printed scarfs and bags from digital images created from photography of the
timber

Images: Debbie produced Macadamia leaf skeletons and cyanotype prints, stationery, ceramics and
botanical inks while Von produced several small-scale paintings, some enhanced with the laser cutter
on the timber
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Images: Marc showcased a variety of products including displays for the future Visitor Centre and its
café as well as a new game. Marc is now retailing his bowls through the Visitor’s Centre and Gallery
Shop at Bundaberg Regional Galleries.

Images (L-R): Challenge participant Judith Hopwood created earrings, a scarf pin and a watercolour of
Macadamia flowers. She now sells greeting cards with this design through the Visitor’s Centre. Sam
Ephraims also participated in the challenge producing an embossed ceramic bowl.

Images (L-R): Marc speaking to the Macadamias Australia team at the showcase and with Janelle Gerry,
Director of Macadamias Australia at the Artist Talk held at the Bundaberg Regional Art Gallery
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Macadamias Australia were highly supportive of this project. They have a strong drive
to reduce waste in their company and this project fitted like a glove. The feedback from
the Macadamias Australia staff was really positive. They were surprised by the breadth
and depth that the artists had gone to in creating products in only two weeks. They
also gave valuable feedback on what might be viable as a commercial product for them
in the Visitor’s Centre.
Janelle Gerry from Macadamias Australia also spoke about their engagement in the
project and strong belief in upcycling and reducing industry waste following an Artist
Talk by Marc at the Bundaberg Regional Art Gallery. Marc also participated in an Artist
Panel at the Gallery on the last day of his residency as well as presenting at the Makers’
Shopfront Artist Forum.

100% of surveyed MENTEES rated their experience AS
good or Excellent
Mentees and challenge participants surveyed said:
• I learned “how to work with primary industry, and value add a waste product into
a saleable item.”
• “I gained greater confidence in my abilities”
• “Thanks for an invaluable experience. I am so grateful to have met with my peers
and participate in the program. MAKI Space was great… Marc was great, easy to
work with, and challenged us to so some things differently to what we would
normally do.”
• 100% of participants said they gained new professional relationships and
networks

14.

Gladstone Artisan in Residence with Jeanette Stok
Logan-based artist Jeanette Stok was recruited for the Gladstone residency as her
work in sculpting with metal wire was relevant to local industries. Unfortunately
industry did not engage in the project in the Gladstone Region as happened in
Bundaberg. COVID also had a huge impact on planning for this residency with lock
downs causing a lot of rescheduling. We also had difficulty recruiting for the
mentorships in this region due to competing projects. However, Jeanette was an
absolute trouper throughout all these challenges and still delivered a highly valuable
project.
Our host partner in the Gladstone Region was Crow Street Creative, an independently
run space, who were wonderfully flexible with rescheduling and very supportive of the
project and engaging the community. Funding enabled the project to hire their space.
Originally scheduled to take place over the Easter break, COVID lockdowns in Brisbane
meant that Jeanette was unable to travel. Jeanette is a school teach and could only
conduct her residency in school holidays. With another project already scheduled for
Jeanette in the June/July holidays, we negotiated with the Council and partners to alter
the program and split it into parts.
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Jeanette hosted a workshop called “Playing with Pattern” in May that offered
participants an opportunity to learn how to create repeat patterns like those that
inspire her work from traditional embroidery techniques such as Blackwork and
Hardanger. Participants were provided with the materials to create rubber stamps for
their pattern and use it to print a cushion cover. It was a great introduction to pattern
making for the 5 participants.

Images: Playing with Pattern Workshop held in May 2021 at Crow Street Creative (Photos – Phototopia)

100% of surveyed participants rated their experience
AS good or Excellent
3 Mentees signed up to participate in the residency all from the Gladstone Region:
Patricia Coleman - painting and murals
Jennifer Hollstein – painting and mixed media
Melissa Peacock – community cultural development and environmental art

The original timeframe of the residency coincided with Gladstone’s Harbour Festival.
Jeanette’s Nordic heritage has always drawn her to boats and the theme for the
residency was set around the exploration of this theme. The renewed residency model
meant an online catch up with Mentees and only a week to work together
collaboratively in the space to create work for a showcase. The work produced in this
short space of time and the bond built between the artists was phenomenal. 32 people
came to the celebration evening at Crow Street Creative.
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Images: Working in the studio space (Photos – Phototopia)

Images: Celebration night at Crow Street Creative

Images (L-R): Jennifer Hollstein and Melissa Peacock
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Images: Jeanette Stok and Patricia Coleman

The feedback from these Mentees is best captured though their social media posts
following their experience.
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Following the brief showing at Crow Street Creative, Melissa Peacock organised the
work from local artists to be re-exhibited at the ArtPort space at the Gladstone Airport.

15.

North Burnett Artisan in Residence with Kiara Bulley
Brisbane-based fashion designer Kiara Bulley instantly drew interest from the North
Burnett region’s artists. Given that the Mentorships were based around fashion and
wearable art, it was decided early on to break up the visits to the region to allow time
in between for the creation of work.
In April 2021, Kiara held two workshops in Monto and Gayndah called “Heart on your
Sleeve”. The full day workshops had participants decorate the surface of their linen
fabric with paint, pends and embroidery in the morning, with the afternoon spent
making a simple garment using a zero waste pattern. There were 6 participants at
Harvest & Co in Monto and 7 at the Gayndah Art Gallery.
Whilst Kiara was in the region, she visited museums and various sites to start building
ideas for her own work for the residency. She was inspired by images of camp drafting
at the RM Williams Bush Learning Centre where the finale exhibition would be held.
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Images: Hand painting linen fabric at the workshop

Images: Carly and Seini’s garments

100% of surveyed participants rated their experience
AS Excellent
Feedback from participants:
• “The workshop has encouraged me to be more spontaneous in my practice and to
push the boundaries and seek out new ways of manipulating textiles”
• “A huge impact! It inspired me to create textiles more. Our collective has decided
to hand paint linen and make tablecloth, tea towels and napkins to sell.”
• “This workshop has given me the confidence to launch my business”
3 Mentees signed up to work with Kiara to create garments inspired by the North
Burnett. All artists were from the North Burnett region.
Bronwyn Chu – eco-dying and mixed media
Seinlieva Huakau – wearable art, weaving and mixed media
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Helen Webb - fashion designer and leatherwork

Several online mentoring sessions were held with mentees working toward the creation
of their garments.

Images: Online mentoring session

In April, Kiara visited with fashion photographer Deelan Do to conduct an in-region
fashion shoot to support the upcoming exhibition at the RM Williams Centre.

Images: Some of Kiara Bulley’s pieces at the photo shoot (Photos – Deelan Do)
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Images: Helen Webb’s fashion at the shoot (Photos – Deelan Do)

Images: Seini Huakau’s horse garland (Photos – Deelan Do)
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Images: Bronwyn Chu’s fabrics (Photos – Deelan Do)

The exhibition was rescheduled several times before finally going ahead in August at
the RM Williams Bush Learning Centre with Kiara Bulley unable to attend due to a
COVID lockdown in Brisbane. 22 people attended the opening event in Eidsvold and
a total of 506 attended the exhibition over its 3 weeks at the centre. Each of the artists
spoke about their work at the exhibition opening and expressed their gratitude for the
opportunity to work with Kiara.

Images: Seini, Helen and Bronwyn at the opening; one of Kiara Bulley’s pieces
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Images: Seini with her installation and Bronwyn with her work

Images: Helen with some of her collection and Kiara joining the exhibition opening via Zoom

At the time of compiling this report, the final survey results have not been contributed
by the participants. However, anecdotal feedback on the program during my visit to
the exhibition painted a picture of confidence building, increased motivation to
develop work and a collective enjoyment of the process of engaging with Kiara.
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16.

Makers’ Shopfront Artist Forum
The culminating event of CQ Shopfront was a forum held in Bundaberg over 2 days in
June 2021. The forum was branded under the new name of Makers’ Shopfront
signifying the broadening of the scope of the program from Central Queensland and
the launch of this new business model (see 22).
38 participants attended the forum from as far north as Mackay and to the south from
Scenic Rim across to the Western Downs. A series of topics and presenters were
chosen as a deep dive into several key areas that CQ Shopfront participants had
wanted to know more about.
The Forum was subsidised by CQ RASN and CQ University who provided the lecture
theatre venue free of charge.
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Attendance at the forum was highly reflective of the demographics of the artists and
makers that participated in CQ Shopfront – 35-64 years of age and predominantly
female.
Four brave artists did a business pitch at the end of the 2 days and each of them got
valuable feedback on their products, brand and even pricing. One artist raised the price
of her workshops based on a conversation in the room about “perception of value” and
is now selling out her workshops right through to the end of the year. One business
actually launched themselves in Instagram during the Forum!

100% of surveyed participants rated their experience
AS GOOD OR Excellent
Some of the key takeaways that participants noted were:
• “This forum has provided a future direction to my practice. Not only has it grounded
and expanded my learning, but it will provide inspiration and drive to continue my
art journey.”
• “For the next stage of my business the topics were relevant and will help form a part
of my forward adapted business plan.”
• “Definitely helped to break down some of the aspects that were blocking my
expansion… packaging, exhibits. Inspired to further explore some ideas that I have
been playing with for other applications for my art.”
• “It allowed me to think bigger”
• “I need to build a website. Networking is so important. I am not alone.”
• “Instagram is the best social media platform. Bundaberg is very lucky to have such
huge support from local council with a gallery director that is passionate and real.
Networking White space… Professional photos! Stick with it, it can work if you are
surrounded by a support network. Shelley Pisani is passionate about supporting
artists and makes things happen.”
• “The importance of getting marketing, sales and after sales service consistent with
my business principles and goals. Also what galleries are looking for, how to
approach them and the motivations behind exhibited decisions.”
The Forum was a great success and we have had multiple enquiries about hosting this
format in other regions. We are also aiming to host another Bundaberg one in 2022.

Image: A group shot and participants listening in to presentations (Photos – Selina Ferrais)
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Image: Presenters Rachael King who is continuing to partner with Makers’ Shopfront and Elysha Rei as a
Flying Arts presenter at the forum (Photos – Selina Ferrais)

17.

Marketing and Engagement Tools
Communication was vital in keeping participants on the journey of CQ Shopfront. The
change to online, the lack of face-to-face opportunities and the drawing out of the
project timeline meant that multiple tools needed to be used to keep people motivated
to continue their business and product development.
Early in the project, a series of BLOGS published through The Ideas Distillery
showcased regional artists and makers from a diverse geography and artform areas to
encourage people to connect to the project. These included:
• “Jumping in with Both Feet” – Jennifer Hilker, Rockhampton Region (August 2020)
• “The Science of Art” – Dr Andrew Chiou, Rockhampton Region (August 2020)
• “Artist Explores Online Selling Opportunities” – Shawnnita Fairburn, Isaac Region
(August 2020)
• “Experimental Fluid Media” – Helen Henderson, Bundaberg Region (July 2020)
• “Sculpting Nature” – Elizabeth Hersey, Fraser Coast Region (July 2020)
• “For the Love of Textiles – Wabi Sabi Designz” – Yvonne Wingrove, Mackay Region
(July 2020)
• “Skills passed down through generations” – Megan Spencer, Gladstone Region
(July 2020)
• “Custom Jewellery for Central Queensland” – Carolyn Stevenson, Rockhampton
Region (July 2020)
• “Reflecting Life” – Sarah Larsen, Banana Shire (June 2020)
• “Place and Identity” – Jassy Watson, Bundaberg Region (June 2020)
• “Inspired by Mother Nature” – Felicity Chapman, Whitsundays (June 2020)
• “The Healing Power of Art” – Jane Marin, Bundaberg Region (June 2020)
• “Inspirational Fraser Coast Artist Shares Her Story” – Karen M Andersen, Fraser
Coast Region (May 2020)
• “HELLO FERN – Regional Maker Profile” – Tahnee Armstrong, Mackay Region
(October 2019)
Another platform established early in the project was a Facebook Group. This was a
tool I had used in previous projects and it worked really well to keep everyone
connected. The CQ Shopfront Facebook Group became a great place for participants
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to share what they were doing, ask questions and get feedback. It was a great resource
sharing opportunity. 406 members signed up to the group during the project.
We threw out several challenges through the Facebook Group as well. Following the
delivery of the online workshops in 2020, a weekly challenge over 15 weeks was shared
through this platform to motivate participants to complete their business plan.
The Ideas Distillery E-Newsletter was one that also communicated opportunities for
residencies, mentoring, webinars and non-CQ Shopfront learning.
Towards the end of the project, the Makers’ Shopfront platform was established to
host the project’s key content and make it as accessible as possible on an ongoing
basis.

18.

Evaluation and Documentation
CQ Shopfront had a number of tools that helped to capture and document the project
over the 2 years of delivery including:
• Online surveys after each key project stage and at the culmination of the project
• Photographic and film documentation from project employed photographers as
well as The Ideas Distillery/ Makers’ Shopfront Team
• Feedback videos submitted by some participants
• The Facebook Group is also an ongoing record of the communications held with
participants
A journal evaluation process was implemented during the face to face workshops held
in Bundaberg. However, once the pandemic was declared it became challenging to get
geographic reach with this idea. As a result the concept was abandoned for more
online options.
A video with images and some interviews of participants has been developed that
further captures the outcomes of CQ Shopfront. https://vimeo.com/589625949

19.

Key Learnings
Processing all of the project’s outcomes and distilling what I have learned as a project
producer has meant some key recommendations and mantras that I will take with me
into future projects.
UNDERSTANDING OF MENTORING
It became quite clear that there is a lack of understanding of what mentoring can offer
to artists or what it actually involves. Many think it is for beginners rather than
something that is part of a lifelong journey of evolving your practice. The language is
something that we started building into our educational programs and will continue to
do so with Makers’ Shopfront.
STOP UNDERESTIMATING MY VALUE
The amount of time this project took to deliver was underestimated to start with and
with COVID really impacted me and my business. The constant changes with pandemic
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requirements and lock downs meant a lot more unforeseeable time investment and
unpaid time spent on finding additional funding to support changes. In future, I will be
more generous and realistic in estimating my time and commitment. This project did
grow exponentially due to the pandemic which is not something that could be
predetermined.
WILLINGNESS TO EMBRACE HYBRID LEARNING
Visual artists and makers are fairly solo beings. Most of us work out of spaces in our
home and don’t interact a lot with others unless we are part of a local organisation.
Online learning and connection for visual arts is something that was embraced by most
when CQ Shopfront converted during the pandemic. In fact, it opened the door for
much greater participation and was the factor that meant the project grew beyond
expectation. Even those who had not used the technology before, were quick to learn
and embrace it.

Recorded content available online also meant people who were working could still
participate and work through content at their own pace.
For many, connecting with likeminded people online actually created a momentum for
face-to-face interaction as well. The residencies and forum provided that opportunity
and it was wonderful to see people connecting and creating transformational contacts
and networks.
DEMONSTRATED NEED
CQ Shopfront demonstrated the need for business development in the visual arts in
regional Queensland. I am now also involved as a Creative Business Champion for the
Regional Arts Services Network and more than half of the people who have signed up
for mentorship through this process are visual artists.

COVID demonstrated the need for people to diversify incomes and art sales
opportunities – to not put your eggs all in one basket. This has been one of the many
drivers and opportunities for the visual arts sector with many people turning to
purchasing art online to beautify home work spaces, to spend money normally spent
on holidays they can’t take and supporting the growth of local, handmade products.
ARTISTS WANT TO HEAR FROM OTHER ARTISTS
Tailored content delivered by the actual people who work in their practice on a day to
day basis is the expectation of participants going forward with Makers’ Shopfront. The
most successful elements of CQ Shopfront where artists delivered content to other
artists. Both Katie Whyte and I are practicing artists as well as artsworkers and this was
clearly embraced and respected by participants.
RESIDENCIES ARE VALUABLE LEARNING OPPORTUNITIES
Whilst the residencies became a huge task to manage, the outcomes they delivered
were well worth the investment. The important learnings were:
• Talk to local artists and find out what their needs and desires are for their practice
• Find great local hosting partners
• Connect with local industries or stories
• Set clear goals from the beginning of the residency relationship e.g. exhibition,
artist talk, workshop
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The Makers’ Shopfront model going forward will include a Maker in Residence
program as an option for developing a regional project package.
DIFFICULTY OF DATA CAPTURE
As a solo operator with a project that grew beyond expectations, it became difficult to
track the individual journeys of many of the participants – particularly with those who
only participated online. Not everyone responds to a survey so to track the number of
businesses that started up or revised their practice due to CQ Shopfront is impossible
to measure. Based on my knowledge of interactions with participants there is a
minimum of 60 businesses that have started, redeveloped/ refocussed or developed
new products as a result of their participation. But that figure is most likely to be much
higher.

For some it was as simple as making a decision about what not to do. For example,
some artists who were getting no joy and little financial reward from commissions, have
decided to cease that line of work and develop product ranges instead.
EXPANDING THE TEAM
By late 2019, I knew I could not continue to grow my businesses and deliver CQ
Shopfront without more specialised help. A wonderful outcome for The Ideas Distillery
has been the employment of Katie Whyte as a casual Associate Producer. Katie works
across projects within The Ideas Distillery as well as the new Makers’ Shopfront
business (described in 22).

20. Feedback from Participants
The following are quotes garnered through surveys:
“Shelley was a fantastic mentor and networking conduit for a vast range of Central
Queensland artists and creatives. I have spoken to those who benefitted from the
workshops, webinars and other experiences. Their confidence, focus and futures
directions have been very positively impacted. A fabulous and far-reaching project that
lifted the gaze of those it touched.”
“Very fortunate to have been involved in CQ Shopfront.”
“It has been a great program, supporting emerging art businesses and giving them
knowledge and confidence to get out there! Thank you for this.”
“I found CQ Shopfront to be a very valuable experience. With the Covid pandemic
giving us an "isolated" mindset, CQ Shopfront showed artists new ways of working,
and a new world of possibilities. It also established the networks needed to create a
more sustainable arts practice.”

Shelley Engwirda , Glass and Textile Artist – Mackay Region

"I have learned so much about the business of art by participating in CQ Shopfront and
I feel more confident to eventually make the leap to full-time artist. I was very pleased
that COVID forced the program online - due to work and family commitments I
wouldn't have been able to find the time to travel and participate in workshops. The
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webinar format has made it so much more accessible to regional artists and I look
forward to going back through all of my notes and the recorded webinars next year
when I begin the process of pulling back on work and planning for my creative future."

Michelle Black, Ink & Baren – Livingstone Region

“CQ Shopfront was a valuable experience that will have long-reaching effects in the
way I work as an artist.”
“A very powerful program that broke complex concepts into easy to understand the
nuts and bolts of what makes a strong and viable creative enterprise.”
“A brilliant concept that was carried through in challenging times. An amazing number
of activities organised to reach the maximum number of people possible in regional
Queensland. I learned so much that I could not have in any other way, and at minimal
cost. gave me confidence to pursue my ideas. Thankyou Shelley, keep up the good
work.”
“Had it not been for CQ shopfront , l don't think l could have been able to get as far as
l have with planning the direction my art is going in now. What l learnt has been
invaluable.” Corina Robinson, Artist – Bundaberg Region
“CQ Shopfront was a great opportunity to work with a creative artist from another area
- one who had specific expertise and communicated ideas and techniques very
effectively.”
“Participation in the CQ Shopfront was a valuable experience for me. I have used the
knowledge gained to fine tune my business to something that I am happy with.”
“Participating in CQ Shopfront’s AIR mentorship-residency with Mari Hirata is the best
thing I've done for my artistic practice all year. Working alongside Mari and the other
workshop participants provided much-needed stimulus and exposure to new ideas and
processes, and helped foster professional connections with my peers. The opportunity
to exhibit at the end of the AIR mentorship-residency allowed me to get immediate
feedback from audiences on the experimental body of work that I was developing,
which is invaluable. I am so grateful that I had the opportunity to participate especially
in the context of COVID having restricted my ability to access professional
development beyond my region.”
“CQ Shopfront was an injection in the arm for all creatives wanting to take that next
step into financial and creative independence.”
“Wow thank you Shelley, I don't where to start the whole experience has been amazing.
From my Artist In Residence with Pru Morrison, Face to Face Mentoring, Makers
Shopfront Forum, Online individual Mentoring, Group Online Mentoring, . It has all
been fabulous and I have been so lucky to have been part of this and continuing with
it in the future. Fiona Flohr, Artist – Mackay Region
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21.

Feedback from Partners
"The CQ Shopfront provided a wonderful opportunity for a regional artist networking
platform, and a springboard for creative development'.

Rebecca McDuff, Bundaberg Regional Galleries

“We thoroughly enjoyed witnessing the development of the artisan in residence project
in our space and it was a pleasure and honour to document the process. We are
delighted that the presentation event was also a success and rounded up a great week
of artistic creation.”

William Debois and the Photopia Studio team/ Crow Street Creative, Gladstone

"Fantastic opportunity for regionally based artists to extend their skills and networks.
A well run program with long lasting benefits."

Wanda Bennett, Arts Development Officer, Mackay Regional Council

22. Makers’ Shopfront
From the beginning of this project, project partners and I discussed the possibility of
there being a further commercial outcome for The Ideas Distillery from CQ Shopfront.
Taking on board the entrepreneurial mindset that is the mantra of the project, Makers’
Shopfront evolved as a new business model to take forward the idea of working with
visual artists and makers to develop their business skills and products.
Through additional funding from Arts Queensland’s Digital Adaptation Grants, an
online platform was developed and tested to host CQ Shopfront’s collected content
including workshop and webinar recordings, information sheets as well as business
planning templates and activity sheets. This utilises the Kajabi platform that focuses
on hosting online courses.

Image: Screenshot of the Makers’ Shopfront website launched in June 2021
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Makers’ Shopfront will be hosting 4 key programs:
• FREE MASTERCLASS to introduce what Makers’ Shopfront is about and some of
our basic philosophies
• REGIONAL CO-HOSTING of which CQ Shopfront is an example. We will be
working with the ByRequest team at Flying Arts Alliance on an ongoing basis to
tailor hybrid programs for regions. We have already conducted one of these with
Artesian Originals in Barcaldine and have had enquiries from Moreton Bay, Noosa,
the Gold Coast and Western Downs.
• The BUSINESS MAKERS’ COURSE which is a subscription-based program where
individual artists can undertake a business course tapping into 24 videos and
downloadable resources as well as online live group mentoring sessions and
monthly webinars.
• The SHOPFRONT MAKERS’ PROGRAM that is a membership-based offering for
makers who are business ready. They can join in networking, group mentoring and
industry development opportunities as well as the monthly webinars and a Makers’
Shopfront hosted promotional page linking to their selling opportunities and social
media.
All bar the Shopfront Makers’ Program are officially launched at the time of this report
being completed. It is expected that this final product will be available by October
2021.

23. CQ Shopfront Exhibition
Bundaberg Regional Galleries have offered The Ideas Distillery/ Makers’ Shopfront the
opportunity to have an exhibition in Gallery Two from February to April 2022. Funding
options are currently being explored for this to occur and be developed as a potential
touring exhibition to other Central Queensland regions and Brisbane. It will include a
selection of participating artists and examples of the products they have developed as
a result of their participation in CQ Shopfront.

Image: Katie Whyte, CQ RASN’s Trudie Leigo and Shelley Pisani at the end of the Maker’s Shopfront Forum

Thank you to all of the CQ Shopfront project partners and participants for making the
project such a success. We truly appreciate everything that you all gave to the project to
elevate the outcomes for all involved.
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